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Zondervan. Book Condition: New. 0310327342 BRAND NEW!! MULTIPLE COPIES AVAILABLE. NEW
CONDITION!! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!! BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! WE SHIP
DAILY!!EXPEDITED SHIPPING AVAILABLE. From master storyteller Walter Wangerin, Jr. comes this
familiar biblical saga told in a fresh, transfixing way. You'll feel you've never heard it before!
Melding historical accuracy with imaginative detail, Wangerin uses the biblical books of Judges and
Ruth to explore themes of love, faith, grief and community set against a backdrop of war and
political instability. The widow Naomi grieves the deaths of her two adult sons after the shocking
murder of a beloved adopted daughter, while pondering her responsibilities toward her Moabite
daughters-in-law. Ancient Israel is in chaos. When her daughter-in-law, Ruth, begs to return to Israel
with Naomi, events are set in motion that will change the course of history. But wait.this isn't the
tame, flannel graph story you heard in Sunday School. In the tradition of Anita Diamant's The Red
Tent and Elissa Elliott's Eve: A Novel of the First Woman, Wangerin imbues his tale with strong
female characters and an earthy realism that gives the timeless Old Testament narrative so much
power. You'll find echoes of contemporary issues throughout: deceit, heartbreak,...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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